
Comprehension
11+ Key Concepts and Strategies



Are you looking or
are you reading? 



When I recall my own experiences with comprehension at primary school, I often felt
like I was out of control, trying to 'guess' what my teachers were looking for in my
answers. I found this very de-motivating and uninspiring and as a result my
enjoyment of reading diminished because I felt like reading was comprehension. 

My first main aim as a teacher and tutor is to enable children and parents/carers to
see  the distinct difference between reading (focussing on the enjoyment of texts
and storylines) and comprehension (demonstrating a critical reflection on the
reading process and text). 

Secondly, it's vital to point out the harm that can be done to a child's reading
mindset if this distinction is not made crystal clear. 

Thirdly and finally, I aim to de-mystify the process of comprehension for children as
they move through upper primary level to enable their transition to senior school and
a deeper analysis of texts they have read. 

In this booklet, you will find some prompts for some of the skills Education Boutique
teach as part of the comprehension development lessons. This booklet is available
for anyone to use so is not designed to go into details but we have webinars on our
comprehension technique which teach the methods. 

Lucy Spencer

Welcome



T H E  

HATS



Creation hat

Feelings hat

Planning hat

Fact hat

Analysis hat

Imagry  hat

You always need to wear this hat at
the start of a paper. How many
questions? How much time? Make
your plan. 

Put this hat on when you are
answering text retrieval questions that
involve finding facts in the text.
Skimming and scanning is important. 

shallow thinking

deep thinking

Searching for examples of literary
devices and language that conjure
particularly vivid imagry for you as the
reader

Wear this hat when a question asks you
to put something in your own words or
create writing based on the passage. 

Wear this hat when you are asked to
consider background knowledge and
reasoning about the text. Imagining the
words as movie In your mind helps. 

Wear this hat when a question asks you
to consider character responses and
feelings.. 



S E N T E N C E  

Starters



Other words instead of 'author'
narrator, poet, writer, journalist, reporter 

Other words instead of 'text'
passage, extract, excerpt, portion, section, 

paragraph, line, stanza, verse, 
quotation, dialogue, main body, 

Towards the beginning of the text,

Towards the middle of the text,

Towards the end of the text,

Despite

Position Sentence Starters

in spite,  regardless of, even though, although, 
albeit, even though 

in line..., in stanza..., in paragraph..., 
during the introduction, first of all, additionally,

finally, subsequently 

hints, indicates, shows, signals, reveals, highlights, 
demonstrates, explains, alludes to the fact that, 

describes, suggests, claims, conveys, mentions, states, 
implies 

The clue in the book that made me realise 

Based on the evidence in the text, I infer

I didn't expect 

The author says



W R I T T E N

Answers



Sentence Starter

Quote/Evidence

Explain

Stand out from the crowd with a sentence
starter. In every comprehension paper try

never to repeat a sentence starters - that's just
lazy! 

Which piece of vocabulary, quote or line gave you
enough information to answer the question? It doesn't

always have to be a quote remember to paraphrase
too. 

Using your understanding of literary techniques,
your own life experiences, other books and
opinions why did the evidence help you to

answer the question? 

Does the evidence make you think of another book? 

Does the evidence use a literary device? 

Does the evidence make you think of a time in your life?

Explain the definition of vocabulary used. 
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